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Director’s foreword

It is a very special pleasure for The San Diego Museum Art to be the organizer
of Nancy Lorenz’s first major museum exhibition. Based in New York, Lorenz has
worked and exhibited in dozens of countries. Her paintings, screens, and commissioned works large and small can be found in private and public collections from
Miami to Mumbai. It seems especially appropriate that this show should be happening
here in California where the Pacific Ocean and significant historical ties connect us
to East Asia and, in particular, Japan, as this exhibition and catalogue highlight the
importance of Japanese aesthetic traditions for the artist. Furthermore, projects such
as this are an opportunity for the Museum to reaffirm its ongoing commitment to
contemporary art, a critical part of our mission as an encyclopedic museum. Part of
this mission is to celebrate difference, while at the same time challenging conventional barriers and perceived hierarchies. One of the ways the Museum can do this
is by showcasing work that defies expectations. In the case of Nancy Lorenz’s work
this includes paintings made without paint, unexpected juxtapositions of traditional
methods and modern materials, and a first foray for the artist into an ancient technique that is new to her: cast bronze sculpture. In fact there is much that is new in
this show: paintings and sculptures that are being shown for the first time, alongside
sketches, notebooks, and other works on paper that have never before left the studio.
Among these preparatory studies are several that were executed over the course of
repeated visits by the artist to the Museum, drawing inspiration not only from works
in the East Asian galleries, but also seldom-seen objects (including works on paper)
preserved in the Museum’s vaults. Alongside Lorenz’s sensuous objects and special
form of alchemy, this exhibition was conceived as a dialogue with the Japanese works
in the Museum’s permanent collection. Among the products of this crosspollination
is a work on paper inspired by the calligraphy of the painter and textile designer
Keisuke Serizawa seen in the Museum’s collection, and reproduced as an editioned,
hand-printed collotype by Benrido Press, in Kyoto.
From conception to implementation, it takes a committed team to make a project
like this possible, and heartfelt thanks are due first and foremost to the artist, Nancy
Lorenz, along with her studio assistant, Julie Rahrig. We are additionally grateful to
Sally Morgan Lehman of the Morgan Lehman Gallery, Jane Beebe of PDX Contemporary Art, and Pierre Marie Giraud. The exquisite design of this book is due to the
work of Tomo Makiura and Paul Pollard of P2+M, Inc., and includes photography by

Keith Barraclough, Adam Reich, and Adrian Schwalbe, while the production of the
book was coordinated by Colleen Ince of Neyenesch Printers in San Diego and the
Benrido studio in Kyoto. At The San Diego Museum of Art, this project was organized by Ariel Plotek, Curator of Modern and Contemporary Art, who edited and
contributed an essay to this volume, with an additional insightful essay written by
Justin Spring. Anita Feldman, Deputy Director for Curatorial Affairs and Education,
and Diana Chou, Associate Curator of Asian Art, provided support and guidance to
this exhibition. Numerous staff members at The San Diego Museum of Art were
instrumental in the project’s success, including, among many others, Paul Brewin,
Noell Cain, John Digesare, Sarah Hilliard, Andrew Marino, and Cory Woodall.
Thanks also to Bill Georgis and Karl Willers for their heartfelt support, and to
Markley Boyer for his contribution to the table designs. Finally, none of our initiatives at the Museum would be possible without the financial support of generous
donors. Special thanks are due to Joanne Leonhardt Cassullo and the Dorothea L.
Leonhardt Foundation for their support of this exhibition catalogue.

Roxana Velásquez
Maruja Baldwin Executive Director
The San Diego Museum of Art
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Moon Viewing
Ariel Plotek

Lacquerware decorated in gold is not something to be seen in brilliant light,
to be taken in at a single glance; it should be left in the dark, a part here and
there picked up by a faint light. Its florid patterns recede into darkness, conjuring in their stead an inexpressible aura of depth and mystery, of overtones but partly suggested.
				 —Junichiro Tanazaki, In Praise of Shadows

In 2015 Nancy Lorenz undertook a series of paintings inspired by the periodic table of
elements. The project was distinguished by its systematic approach, resting on research
and experimentation. Some of these elements were relatively unfamiliar: lutetium, for
instance, a rare earth discovered in 1907. Others, such as gold and platinum, required
no introduction—least of all to those familiar with Lorenz’s work. Au79 Gold [cat. 28],
a painting on burlap, is exemplary of the artist’s Zen-inflected sensibility. Not a painting in the usual sense, the work is predicated on a technique—water gilding—more
commonly associated with a picture’s frame. The composition, a gestural combination
of closed forms, is raised on the rough burlap. In contrast to the coarse, open weave of
the ground, water gilding gives the circular figures the luster of solid gold.
As a series, Lorenz’s table of elements made manifest the intersection of art and
alchemy—the painter as sorcerer’s apprentice. It was replete with references also to
the artist’s true apprenticeship, beginning in adolescence, when Lorenz moved with
her parents from Texas to Tokyo. The family’s first address was the Okura Hotel, an
icon of Japanese modernism built in the early 1960s. Lorenz recalls her first impressions: the highly formal flower arrangements and the muted glow of the traditional
shoji (paper screens). While she credits this time in Tokyo with her decision to become
an artist, other sources would prove equally influential. A year spent studying in Italy
during graduate school awakened an appreciation of late medieval and Renaissance
gold ground painting, together with the Italian variant of Minimalism and Conceptualism that the critic Germano Celant termed Arte Povera.
Having established herself in New York, where she trained as a conservator of East Asian
lacquerware, Lorenz began to explore the affinities between traditional decorative
techniques and her painting practice. Among the results would be what Lorenz calls
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Pours: contrasting cascades of water gilding and arid grounds of chalky pigment. As a
painter, Lorenz could eschew the orthodoxy of past centuries. Fast-drying shellac, for
instance, came to replace finicky Japanese lacquer. While the medieval panel painter
and the Meiji-period artisan used finely ground gesso as a substrate for gilding,
Lorenz employs a durable two-part epoxy (Aqua-Resin) to execute her Pours.
Like the prehistoric pot painters and sculptors who sought to embellish their humble
materials, or make a fetish object out of a found stone, Lorenz adds value—sometimes by working away (scraping and sanding a cedar panel to expose the grain), but
more often by laying on. Even her approach to inlay (a technique commonly associated with carving and gouging) is more additive than subtractive. The calligraphic
inlays of abalone and mother-of-pearl begin, in the case of a painting like Ivory
Cloud [cat. 9], as freely painted figures executed in brush and ink on a prepared
ground. What starts, however, as unfettered mark-making is transformed by means
of a painstaking process. First the appliqué is cut and overlaid following the contours
of the artist’s design. Then, the inlay is masked while layers of shellac are applied to
the ground. Finally, the entire surface is sanded. The result is a translation: like the
passage from a painted cartoon to a woven tapestry, all the more remarkable for the
fine work and labor. The same may be said of the Pours. After the self-hardening
epoxy—dripped, folded, or otherwise manipulated—has cured, the artist applies
the Midas touch: a mixture of rabbit-skin glue and gilder’s clay that will act as an
adhesive when the metal leaf is applied, and a cushion when it is burnished. This is
embellishment at its most elemental, the realigning of molecules; polishing to make
precious. In the case of water gilding, the effect of this burnishing is particularly
beguiling. Out of a patchwork of foil (silver, gold, platinum, or palladium) is formed
a closed metallic surface—albeit one that is broken by abrasion in places to reveal the
colored clay beneath.
Unlike palladium—a white metal that is a member of the platinum family—the
moon gold of the exhibition’s title is not an independent element, but an alloy. Like
rose gold and lemon gold, its color is obtained by the admixture of other elements.
Moon gold, however, suggests something more: the Japanese appreciation of natural
beauty (epitomized in moon and cherry blossom viewing) that amounts almost to a
religion. Indeed, the Shinto deification of natural objects and phenomena is recalled
in the leitmotif underlying so many of Lorenz’s landscape subjects, reduced in the
case of a painting like Silver Sea and Sky [cat. 11] to slashing strokes of cloud, slanting rain, and rippling water. In contrast, the monumental Rock Garden Room [cat. 12]
presents an altogether more ordered vision of nature.
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The elemental, tri-partite composition that Lorenz developed working from nature
would be translated from paper to the first cardboard paintings. As a body of work,
the latter owe their existence to an abandoned exercise in printmaking. It was as a
throwaway “Arte Povera” alternative to printing blocks that Lorenz began deconstructing corrugated cardboard, stripping its surface to reveal the ridges beneath.
In time, she began using the deconstructed cardboard more directly—as a painting
surface. A more durable effect could be achieved by fully coating the cardboard in
Aqua-Resin, the same self-hardening epoxy employed to build up the treacly parts
of the Pours. Finally, mounted on wood panels, this coated surface could become the
ground for shimmering water-gilt compositions. The relatively small scale of works
such as Mood Gold Cardboard I [cat. 5] would serve as a prelude to more monumental paintings, like Lemon Gold Sunlight with Rain [cat. 1]. In terms of overall
arrangement, we have not strayed much from the landscape leitmotif laid down in
so many works on paper, and indeed the brush and ink painting that serves as this
catalogue’s cover. In contrast to the explicitly figurative subjects (flowers, songbirds)
featured in some of Lorenz’s smaller scale, preparatory studies, there is a special force
to the persistent return of this particular compositional structure.
Cardboard construction and the representation of landscape are also at play in three
new works, Lorenz’s first bronze sculptures. These Bronzes for Flowers [cats. 2, 4, 7],
table-top compositions derived from corrugated cardboard maquettes, were cast at
Sultz Fabrication and finished in the artist’s studio. With their coral colony patinas, the Bronzes for Flowers further deconstruct the landscape elements (rock, pool,
wave) of the Cardboard Paintings. Folded and curved, these three-dimensional
forms also echo the overlapping arrangements of the stage painter’s two-dimensional flats. This God’s-eye view of nature involves another Japanese aesthetic tradition
to which Lorenz makes direct reference: that of ikebana floral arrangement. The
flat forms of these sculptures and their undulating horizontal silhouettes explicitly
recall the trays used as a counterpoint to the straight or curving (but predominantly
vertical) stems and branches.
The chrysanthemum, a symbol of immortality and emblem of Imperial Japan, is
the subject not of a painting or a bronze, but of one of the decorated boxes in the
present exhibition. (Made in Japan of light and even-grained paulownia wood, these
are boxes of the kind used to store the utensils of a traditional tea ceremony.) In the
process of preparing this exhibition, Lorenz spent time both in the museum’s
galleries, and pulling works from its vaults. Among these was a twentieth-century
lacquer writing box adorned with a floral motif, the inspiration for Chrysanthemum
Lacquer Box [cat. 25]. Other sources of direct inspiration include a modern brush-

Fig. 1.
Flying Apsaras.
Japan, Edo period, early 18th century.
Wood with trace of colors.
20 x 37 x 11 inches.
The San Diego Museum of Art; Museum
purchase with funds provided by the
Barbara and William Karatz Fund in memory of Barbara L. Karatz, 2001.1.

and-ink study by the painter and textile designer Keisuke Serizawa in the Okinawa
style, and an Edo period (seventeenth or eighteenth century) polychrome wood
sculpture representing a Flying Apsaras (a Buddhist cloud spirit) [fig. 1]. Lorenz’s
sketch and painting [cat. 8] were both inspired by this figure of salvation, whose
attribute is the lotus. Associated in Buddhist iconography with purity and immortality, an arrangement of lotuses could also figure a process of transformation; from
bud, to blossom, to seedpod.
Lorenz’s aesthetic may finally be closest to that of the celebrated Momoyama period
(1573–1615), marked by the coexistence of two aesthetic ideals—on the one hand,
the gorgeousness of the samurai’s mansion, and on the other hand, in the shadows
of this luxury, the austere simplicity of the teahouse. It is this spirit of contrast, and
a mitate (the discovery of new values in old materials) all Lorenz’s own, that this
exhibition seeks to convey.
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1. Lemon Gold Sunlight with Rain 2017
Lemon gold leaf, silver leaf, clay, cardboard, on wood panel
102 x 72 inches
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2. Small Mountains for Flowers 2017
Bronze
10 x 16 x 6 inches
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3. Moon Gold Mountain 2018
Moon gold leaf, clay, cardboard, on wood panel
102 x 72 inches
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4. Mountains for Flowers 2017
Bronze
11 x 20 x 9 inches
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Silhouette artwork.

5. Moon Gold Cardboard I 2013
Moon gold leaf, clay, gesso, cardboard, on wood panel
18 x 24 inches

Silhouette artwork.

6. Red Gold Cardboard II 2013
Red gold leaf, clay, gesso, cardboard, on wood panel
24 x 18 inches
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7. Caves and Pools for Flowers 2017
Bronze
11 x 20 x 9 inches
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8. Gold Flying Apsaras 2017
Gold leaf, mother-of-pearl inlay, black lacquer, clay, gesso, on wood panel
102 x 72 inches
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9. Ivory Cloud 2017
Palladium leaf, mother-of-pearl inlay, ivory lacquer, pigment, on wood panel
102 x 72 inches
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10. Night Sky Screen 2016
		 White gold leaf, mother-of-pearl inlay, glass, gesso, lacquer, on six wood panels
		 84 x 90 inches
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11. Silver Sea and Sky 2017
		 Silver leaf, mother-of-pearl inlay, lacquer, on wood panel
		 84 x 120 inches
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12. Rock Garden Room 2004
		 Silver leaf, mother-of-pearl inlay, pigment, gesso, lacquer, on twelve wood panels
		 9 x 36 feet
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13. Rock Garden and Dragon Screen 2011
		 Silver leaf, mother-of-pearl inlay, clay, on twelve wood panels
		 27 x 102 inches
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14. Silver Cloud and Gold Dragon Screen 2012
		 Silver leaf, mother-of-pearl inlay, on ten wood panels
		 36 x 115 inches
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15. Silver Water Screen 2009
		 Silver leaf, mother-of-pearl inlay, on twelve wood panels
		 104 x 222 inches
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16. Study for Sea and Sky 2017
		 Lacquer, pigment, on wood panel
		 24 x 18 inches
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17. Field 2018
		 Gold leaf, clay, on cedar panel
		 84 x 120 inches
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18. Above and Below 2018
		 Palladium leaf, moon gold leaf, white gold leaf, clay, on jute
		 84 x 120 inches
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20. Blackened Silver Cardboard Box 2017
		 Blackened silver leaf, cardboard, on paulownia box
		 12 x 12 x 6.5 inches

19. Red Gold Pour Box (detail) 2017

21. Red Gold Cardboard Box 2016

		 Red gold leaf, gesso, pigment, on paulownia box
		 11 x 12 x 6.5 inches

		 Red gold leaf, cardboard, on paulownia box
		 9 x 12 x 4.5 inches
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23. Red Gold Pour Box 2016
		 Red gold leaf, gesso, on paulownia box
		 12.5 x 14.5 x 6.5 inches

22. Silver Pearl Box 2017
		 Silver leaf, mother-of-pearl inlay, lacquer, on paulownia box
		 9 x 12 x 4 inches

24. Palladium Pearl Box 2017
		 Palladium leaf, mother-of-pearl inlay, 		
		 lacquer, pigment, on paulownia box
		 6.5 x 6.5 x 6.5 inches
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25. Chrysanthemum Lacquer Box 2017
		 Red gold leaf, mother-of-pearl inlay, gesso, clay,
		 on paulownia box
		 16.5 x 18.5 x 5.5 inches
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Clockwise from top left

26. Palladium Relief 2017
		 Palladium leaf, clay, on burlap
		 12.25 x 10 inches

27. Blackened Silver on Glass 2014
		 Blackened silver leaf, gesso, on glass
		 9.5 x 7.75 inches

28. Au79 Gold, Elements Series 2017
		 Red gold leaf, clay, burlap, on wood panel
		 20 x 15 inches

29. Na11 Sodium, Elements Series 2015
		 Moon gold leaf, salt, glass, on wood panel
		 20 x 15 inches

30. Red Gold Pour on Cedar 2009
		 Red gold leaf, clay, on cedar panel
		 7.25 x 9 inches

31. Red Gold Pour on Wood 2016
		 Red gold leaf, gesso, on wood panel
		 7.75 x 4.75 inches
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Moon Gold
Justin Spring

Nancy Lorenz creates highly finished, abstract work out of luxury materials; her
work is sensual, exploratory, tactile, and playful. Inspired by traditional Japanese
forms, materials, and craftsmanship, as well as through her own awareness of
twentieth-century art practice, she seeks to revisit and re-imagine the art object,
to somehow “make it new.”
Her works range in size from objets de vertu—intimate jewelry boxes, table ornaments, and diminutive panel-paintings—to full-room wall installations, usually in
the form of folding screens or polyptychs, the largest of which, Garden (2009), is
scaled to fill a ballroom. Merging her abstract and semi-abstract vision with precious materials including mother-of-pearl, platinum, silver, and various forms of
gold—some of which are closely associated with devotional art, others with wealth,
and still others with meditative serenity—she nonetheless feels free to juxtapose
them with contrastingly common materials: jute, burlap, coal, mirror fragments,
unfinished wood. Lorenz comes to her engagement with lustrous materials out of an
appreciation of their sensuality, but also with a healthy respect for their traditional
and historical use in the fine and decorative arts. Simply put: they are materials for
which she has always felt both reverence and attraction. But, not content to work
within tradition-bound forms, she instead incorporates them into abstract and
nature-inspired compositions. Nonetheless these works will often carry implicit (and
at times explicit) evocations—at first glance they seem an update on Japanese screen
paintings, Coromandel lacquer, Fabergé or Verdura bibelots. But Lorenz’s own vision
is far more deconstructed. On closer inspection, her works seem poised, indeterminate,
between the traditionally elegant and the wholly surprising.
The major influences of twentieth-century art upon Lorenz’s work are apparent: the
automatic drawing of the Surrealists; the rough, impulsive gestures of the Abstract
Expressionists; the drips, dribbles, and pours of the second-generation Abstract
Expressionists are all part of her stylistic vocabulary. There’s a shimmery suggestion
of Bridget Reilly in Lorenz’s passion for the optically dynamic: Silver Water Screen
[cat. 15] for example, seems to move, vibrate, or sparkle through Lorenz’s compelling
combination of silver leaf and mother-of-pearl inlay. And in works that feature
elements of drawing, there’s more than a suggestion of various lyrical, automaticcalligraphic artists of the twentieth century such as Brice Marden and Cy Twombly.

Lorenz identified as an artist from an early age. Born in New Jersey, she attended
secondary school in Japan, where she became fascinated by various forms of Japanese
visual and decorative arts; Japanese screen paintings, lacquerware, ceramics, and modernist interior design all made an impression. So too did ikebana, which she studied.
Through living in Japan, she was also able to learn more about the traditional arts of
other Asian cultures: Chinese, Khmer, Indonesian, and Korean.
Lorenz then studied painting and printmaking intensively in the United States at
the University of Michigan, where, after struggling a good deal with intaglio printmaking, she turned her attention to large-scale American Abstract painting. Since
bold, large-format painting was experiencing a revival in both America and Europe
during the 1980s, her move away from printmaking to painting was a natural one.
Shortly after moving to New York, Lorenz set herself up as an art restorer specializing in eighteenth-century lacquer, working mostly with Chinese Coromandel lacquer
screens and English furniture adapted from the Coromandel style. This meticulous
and highly demanding work led her to devote entire days to science-based craft, even
as, in her “other” artistic life, she was exploring the power of loosely expressive drawing and painting. Because Lorenz was living in the same space as she was working,
and since that work consisted both of making art and restoring eighteenth-century
antiques, she began to understand her love of both antique and contemporary work
more deeply, and to feel an inevitable connection between the two. “I had other
people’s museum-quality antiques alongside my own experiments, and in my own
work, I began mixing these traditional techniques with more contemporary materials,”
she recalls. Naturally attracted to these ethereal works of decorative art, she was
determined somehow to find a new way for herself as a visual artist through the
incorporation of their materials and techniques into her own, far more improvisational art practice.
Lorenz began her first substantial experiments with large-format work after a SoHo
neighbor and friend, the interior designer William Sofield, visited her studio and
recognized in her paintings a connection to his own Japanese-inspired, art-aware,
luxury-and-decadence aesthetic. Sofield gave Lorenz four exhibitions in his Aero
Studios showroom between 1993 and 1996, and at the same time began helping her
obtain commissions for larger works. The idea of working in larger formats had been
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with her since a year spent studying in Rome, where she had experienced the interaction of monumental artworks and the spaces in which they existed, and attuned
herself to art’s ability to influence interior and exterior spaces. But it was also heavily
influenced by her work restoring relatively large-scale eighteenth-century Chinese
Coromandel screens.
The success of the installations for William Sofield’s interior designs stimulated other
architects and decorators to commission works from Lorenz as well. During the next
two decades, Lorenz would create polyptychs and screens for designers David Collins,
William T. Georgis, Peter Marino, Chahan Minassian, and Michael S. Smith. The best
of these, with their dazzling, heavily worked surfaces, such as Rock Garden Room
[cat. 12], projected a seductive combination of utter luxury and meditative tranquility.
Perhaps as a result, Lorenz found new clients among high-end retailers. Chanel,
Bottega Veneta, Tom Ford, Gucci, and Tiffany & Co. would all commission large
works from her, and in some instances limited-edition smaller works as well.
Even while working on these large-format commissions, Lorenz set about creating a
more formally and materially innovative series of intimately scaled paintings based
upon the periodic table of the elements. As she explains,
The table of elements was the perfect metaphor to allow me to explore and
organize my interest in materials. It allowed me to experiment. I went through
the elements and interpreted them in sometimes-poetic ways. It was important
that the paintings work on an abstract level, incorporating the wide array of
art historical references, which I had picked up along the way, and yet I still
had a concrete physical reference. In the case of Au79 Gold and Ag47 Silver,
the metals are used more literally. But Pd46 Palladium, for instance, includes
flocking on velvet.
The project consisted of 118 drawings for all the known elements, out of which Lorenz
created small-scale paintings (approximately 20 x 15 inches) for ninety of them. In her
final exhibition for the project, Lorenz organized fifty-seven of her element paintings
into hangings defined by their various sub-groupings: alkali metals, alkaline earth
metals, transition metals, post-transition metals, metalloids, non-metals, halogens,
noble gases, lanthanides, and actinides.
The overarching concept was to invite viewers to consider the evocative or poetic
nature of the elements, and also the poetic or associative nature of the periodic table.
While the individual works are probably best understood as abstract meditations on

the elements, they are also, collectively, a tour-de-force demonstration of the techniques and outré material combinations that Lorenz has been experimenting with
throughout her thirty-year career. This dazzling group of works features incised and
burnished lacquer; inlays of nacre and semiprecious stones; clay on safety glass; gold
leaf on poured Aqua-Resin; distressed and sanded gilt gesso; burlap; corrugated cardboard; glass beads and shellac on silk; charcoal and broken mirror. The cumulative
effect is of a visual and tactile language all its own.
More recently, Lorenz has returned to a specifically Japanese art form, one that has
interested her since her years in Japan: ikebana. Beginning with corrugated cardboard
models, she works with a fabricator to cast the models in bronze, then burnishes and
patinates the resulting forms to create bases for this highly aestheticized form of
floral arrangement. These intentionally rough and unadorned three-dimensional
works show once again the influence of traditional Japanese art forms on Lorenz, as
she works to reconnect humankind to nature, doing so in this case through works of
almost childlike artifice.
Now at mid-career, Lorenz continues to balance meticulous craftsmanship and
material innovation with playful sensuality and daring experimentation. Through
works of rare beauty that nonetheless comprehend the expressive power of drips and
smears, scratches and pours, she explores and demonstrates her artistic process to
her viewers even as she creates work of exceptional elegance. Ultimately, despite her
preoccupation with these extraordinary materials, her work is primarily an abstracted
response to nature. The work abounds in oceanic and littoral imagery; microscopic
imagery; cosmic imagery; cloudscapes, waterscapes, pondscapes; images of flowing
water; images of flowers and plants; images of rocks and mountains. Through such
responsiveness to nature, and through such recurring and unlikely material juxtapositions, she tests the boundaries of art and craft, even while creating works of undeniable
luxe, calme, et volupté.
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32. Okinawa Color Study 2017
		 Pigment, lacquer, silk, on wood
		 12 x 9 inches
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Lemon Gold Sunlight with Rain 2017
Lemon gold leaf, silver leaf, gilder’s cray, cardboard on wood panel
102 x 72 inches
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page 26

4. Mountains for Flowers 2017
Bronze
11 x 20 x 9 inches
page 28

5. Moon Gold Cardboard I 2013
Moon gold leaf, clay, gesso, cardboard,
on wood panel
18 x 24 inches
page 29

6. Red Gold Cardboard II 2013
Red gold leaf, clay, gesso, cardboard,
on wood panel
24 x 18 inches
page 30

7. Caves and Pools for Flowers 2017
Bronze
15 x 22 x 11 inches
Collection of Doug Schwalbe
page 34

8. Gold Flying Apsaras 2017
Gold leaf, mother-of-pearl inlay, black
lacquer, clay, gesso, on wood panel
102 x 72 inches

page 43 (gatefold)

page 63

12. Rock Garden Room 2004
Silver leaf, mother-of-pearl inlay, pigment,
gesso, lacquer, on twelve wood panels
9 x 36 feet

20. Blackened Silver Cardboard Box 2017
Blackened silver leaf, cardboard, on
paulownia box
12 x 12 x 6.5 inches

page 68–69

26. Palladium Relief 2017
Palladium leaf, clay, on burlap
12.25 x 10 inches
Collection of Lucy Schwalbe

27. Blackened Silver on Glass 2014
Blackened silver leaf, gesso, on glass
9.5 x 7.75 inches
28. Au79 Gold, Elements Series 2017
Red gold leaf, clay, burlap, on wood panel
20 x 15 inches
Collection of Adrian Schwalbe

29. Na11 Sodium, Elements Series 2015
Moon gold leaf, salt, glass, on wood panel
20 x 15 inches
Collection of Miyoung Lee & Neil Simpkins

page 48

13. Rock Garden and Dragon Screen 2011
Silver leaf, mother-of-pearl inlay, clay, on
twelve wood panels
27 x 102 inches

21. Red Gold Cardboard Box 2017
Red gold leaf, cardboard, on paulownia
box
9 x 12 x 4.5 inches
page 64

page 50

14. Silver Cloud and Gold Dragon
Screen 2012
Silver leaf, mother-of-pearl inlay, on ten
wood panels
36 x 115 inches
page 52

15. Silver Water Screen 2009
Silver leaf, mother-of-pearl inlay, on
twelve wood panels
104 x 222 inches
page 56

16. Study for Sea and Sky 2017
Lacquer, pigment, on wood panel
24 x 18 inches

22. Silver Pearl Box 2017
Silver leaf, mother-of-pearl inlay, lacquer,
on paulownia box
9 x 12 x 4 inches
page 65

23. Red Gold Pour Box 2016
Red gold leaf, gesso, on paulownia box
12.5 x 14.5 x 6.5 inches
24. Palladium Pearl Box 2017
Palladium leaf, mother-of-pearl inlay,
lacquer, pigment, on paulownia box
6.5 x 6.5 x 6.5 inches

30. Red Gold Pour on Cedar 2009
Red gold leaf, gesso, on cedar panel
7.25 x 9 inches
31. Red Gold Pour on Wood 2016
Red gold leaf, gesso, on wood panel
7.75 x 4.75 inches
page 76

32. Okinawa Color Study 2017
Pigment, lacquer, silk, on wood
12 x 9 inches

All works collection of the artist, unless
otherwise indicated.
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